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Mahlab Report 2020

The 2020 financial year began as a good year for the
legal profession. Hiring was up and business activity
was supported by a regulatory environment which
had created opportunities for both lawyers and nonfee earners within law firms. The pandemic which
then occurred has so far resulted not just in a public
health crisis, but in arguably the largest and the most
sudden economic crisis in Australia’s history. The
impact for law firms, as for many other businesses,
has been far reaching and at the time of writing, yet
to be felt in full. There have been changes to balance
sheets, the nature of lawyers’ work and the way
lawyers work. The pandemic has set in motion a new
era.
Unlike the Mahlab Reports of prior years, this year
we have not included salary tables given most law
firms and corporate employers have suspended
pay reviews, the current disparate remuneration
being paid to lawyers as well as the disparate hours
many lawyers are working, the market uncertainty
and a general lack of visibility going

forward. Should you wish to specifically discuss your
remuneration situation and trends in further detail
and on a confidential basis please contact one of our
consultants.
We thank our consultants, our clients, and the
lawyers we work with for their perspectives and
contributions in sharing their information and
experiences. In a time of such volatility, change and
uncertainty the information that they have provided,
and their perspectives have enabled us to produce
this highly relevant and informative Report.
We hope you find the Mahlab Report a valuable
commentary on the legal market and particularly in
regard to its description of the impact the pandemic
has had on the profession. Should you wish to
discuss any aspect of the Report and/or provide
feedback please contact one of our consultants.

Join the conversation
You can join the conversation by using #MahlabReport and by connecting with us on LinkedIn.

Lisa Gazis

Managing Director of Mahlab (NSW)

Katherine Sampson

Managing Director of Mahlab (VIC)
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Private practice
Before the pandemic, law firm strategy was focussed on growth through
price competitiveness, innovation, technology and diversification. Attracting
and retaining quality staff was a pillar of these growth strategies. By midMarch 2020, priorities had changed markedly.

The immediate focus for many firms shifted quickly
to protecting the business and its sustainability,
scaling back expenses to preserve cash and
ensuring the safety of staff and clients.
For some, this meant putting in place additional
infrastructure and policies to enable staff to work
from home without risk to safety, health, IT security
and privacy. A key priority has been to preserve jobs
and, for the first time in Australian legal history, many
firms are utilising government wage subsidies and
support through the JobKeeper program.
Many firms have suspended or delayed the
recruitment of partners, lawyers and other staff.
Some staff have agreed to take leave (accrued,
unpaid or purchased), sabbaticals, or to work on
reduced hours and/or pay. Many employed solicitors
have reported that their remuneration has dropped
and/or their hours of work have reduced, most citing
figures of around 10% to 20%. Partners in some
firms have agreed to as much as a 50% reduction
in draws and deferred payments. Redundancies
have also been announced by some law firms
(albeit in small numbers) and there could be more
to come. Pay rises and bonuses are off the table for
most practitioners. Some lawyers are now advising
clients on unprecedented issues arising out of the
pandemic and are also finding they need to be
able to anticipate what issues their clients face in the
short, medium and long term. Private practice
lawyers are working more closely with their clients to
ensure they understand the impact of the pandemic
on their businesses and strategies in order to better
advise and protect them.
Areas of demand now include insolvency and
Mahlab Report 2020 | Private Practice

restructuring, debt finance, capital markets, financial
services, insurance, media, technology, regulatory
law, employment law and workplace relations,
governance and risk, commercial disputes and
litigation. Class actions is another area of demand,
arising not just from the recent Royal Commission,

The immediate focus
for many firms shifted
quickly to protecting
the business and its
sustainability, scaling
back expenses to
preserve cash...
but also from major data breaches, employment
disputes, consumer claims and shareholder
disputes. We anticipate further growth in these areas
once the initial response phase of the pandemic
subsides.
New areas of practice will also develop and these
will present new opportunities for lawyers. These
areas will focus on assisting clients to manage
the legal and regulatory issues that arise out of
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economic, environmental and public health risks.
This might mean advising on how to navigate
through new legal or regulatory requirements or
advising on stimulus packages and opportunities
springing out of an emergency and subsequent
recovery legislation.
Areas of demand which have been scaled back are
mergers and acquisitions (particularly small cap or
mid-market deals), funds management, projects
and even financial services regulation. Law firms are
redeploying underutilised lawyers from less affected
practice areas into busier areas. Some of the
smaller, mid-sized and boutique law firms which are
leaner and/or have strong practices in nontransactional areas have been less affected by the
crisis. These firms are continuing to hire on an asneeds basis and focussing on junior to intermediate
level lawyers.
Contract hiring in many law firms has now frozen.
However, it is predicted that as we move to
recovery, many firms may be reluctant to commit to
permanent hiring in a volatile and uncertain market
and will seek to draw on contractors. Interestingly,
whilst contract hiring had increased in early 2020,
the increase was negligible and it appeared that law
firms still retain a preference for hiring on
a permanent basis. Already there has been an
attitudinal shift by lawyers away from contracting
given the uncertainty of work and loss of pay during
the pandemic.

Mahlab Report 2020 | Corporate
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"...as we move to
recovery, many firms may
be reluctant to commit
to permanent hiring in
a volatile and uncertain
market...
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Areas of demand
Some lawyers are now advising clients on unprecedented issues arising out
of the pandemic and are also finding they need to be able to anticipate what
issues their clients face in the short, medium and long term.
Private practice lawyers are working more closely
with their clients to ensure they understand the
impact of the pandemic on their businesses and
strategies in order to better advise and protect them.
Areas of demand now include insolvency and
restructuring, debt finance, capital markets, financial
services, insurance, media, technology, regulatory
law, employment law and workplace relations,
governance and risk, commercial disputes and
litigation. Class actions is another area of demand,
arising not just from the recent Royal Commission,
but also from major data breaches, employment
disputes, consumer claims and shareholder disputes.
We anticipate further growth in these areas once the
initial response phase of the pandemic subsides.
New areas of practice will also develop and these will
present new opportunities for lawyers. These areas
will focus on assisting clients to manage the legal
and regulatory issues that arise out of economic,
environmental and public health risks. This might
mean advising on how to navigate through new legal
or regulatory requirements or advising on stimulus
packages and opportunities springing out of an
emergency and subsequent recovery legislation.

However, it is predicted that as we move to recovery,
many firms may be reluctant to commit to permanent
hiring in a volatile and uncertain market and will seek
to draw on contractors. Interestingly, whilst contract
hiring had increased in early 2020, the increase was
negligible and it appeared that law firms still retain a
preference for hiring on a permanent basis. Already
there has been an attitudinal shift by lawyers away
from contracting given the uncertainty of work and
loss of pay during the pandemic.
The rise and rise of the Big 4 accounting firms
continues. These multi-disciplinary, collaborative
models appeal to lawyers from traditional law firms,
although the more imaginative ‘traditional’ law firms
are pushing back, moving into allied professional
services: public policy, business consulting and tax
advisory. Forensic investigation services, the use of
AI and cyber security consulting form part of this
expanded service model.

Areas of demand which have been scaled back are
mergers and acquisitions (particularly small cap or
mid-market deals), funds management, projects
and even financial services regulation. Law firms are
redeploying underutilised lawyers from less affected
practice areas into busier areas. Some of the smaller,
mid-sized and boutique law firms which are leaner
and/or have strong practices in non-transactional
areas have been less affected by the crisis. These
firms are continuing to hire on an as-needs basis and
focussing on junior to intermediate level lawyers.
Contract hiring in many law firms has now frozen.
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Lawyer mobility
Since the crisis, lawyer career planning and mobility has slowed. Many
lawyers are preferring to place their job search on hold until there is more
certainty in the market. Some lawyers however have remained open
to attractive roles which offer career advancement in relatively stable
employers.
This has been particularly the case with senior
lawyers who aspire to strategic leadership roles.
Most lawyers we spoke with have indicated they
would consider a move once the market settles and
improves.
The key motivators for mobility remain constant.
These include shared values and an aligned culture,
a supportive and collaborative environment,
flexibility and work-life balance, training and
development opportunities, diversity, brand and
reputation, and quality work. Benefits such as
additional holidays, superannuation payments made
while on parental leave, term time and self-funded
leave are additional attractions. Strong financial
rewards have been less of a key driver during the
pandemic period, but remain attractive,
nonetheless.
Prior to the pandemic, firms were focussing on
strategies to achieve work-life balance for staff. Last
year, there were instances of lawyers working long
and punishing hours to meet deadlines imposed by
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clients on firms. The Victorian state government
addressed overwork concerns at firms through its
procurement policy which requires firms to disclose
any safety breach, notification or investigation and
submit their strategies on work-life balance for
lawyers. Failure to comply can result in removal from
the panel. The onus on law firm management to take
proactive steps in this area remains. This will also
remain a very important focus for many lawyers who
will be wanting now more than ever to ensure that
they achieve their career goals whilst also maintaining
a balance in their work and home lives.

"The key motivators for
mobility remain constant.
These include shared values
and aligned culture, a
supportive and collaborative
environment, flexibility and
work-life balance...
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Partnership
Law firm partnership has always been difficult to attain and over the years
the bottlenecks have continued to grow. Notwithstanding, partnership
announcements that were in train pre-pandemic continued.
Those lawyers who find their partnership prospects
delayed or off the cards might consider their options
in- house, in other boutique, mid or smaller firms
or in commercial roles. Government is also proving
a popular option as it is perceived to offer more
security and stability in difficult and uncertain times.
Many partners are also considering their options,
citing the pressure and challenges they are
confronting in their current firms. The increased
pressure of maintaining a high performing practice in
a contracting market has unsettled many partners.
Since the effects of the pandemic hit hard, there has
been a spike in dissatisfaction with management and
decision making, particularly in several international
law firms, where Australian partners have no control
or are not adequately represented. Reasons for a
partner to move include lack of law firm support for
their practice areas, dissatisfaction with management
and leadership and a general lack of alignment with
the firm’s culture.

Firms will remain open to hiring partners who bring
strong practices and teams as they seek to bolt on
practices to grow. They are however treading with
much caution and new hires are in areas that align
with strategic growth plans. Clients will follow a
lawyer providing that the firm is reputable and pricing
is right. It is important to note that an existing law
firm relationship will not necessarily hold clients to an
existing provider.
In making partnership moves, partners are wanting
to ensure that there will be adequate support
and commitment from the new firm for them to
successfully integrate and succeed. This involves
support from fellow partners in terms of sharing of
information, introductions to clients, involvement
in marketing initiatives and sharing of resources.
Firms also want successful integration and will share
information regarding partner integration processes,
practice areas, how practice groups are tracking and
firm and practice group strategy.

In the current environment, partners who will not be
able to maintain their current practices and cannot
be redeployed within their current firms may find
they will need to seek alternative options in other
smaller firms or agree to a change of their status to
consultant or special counsel. Firms will be unable to
support partners unable to sustain viable practices in
the medium to longer term.
In the early part of 2020, pre-pandemic, there was
a noticeable preference for lawyers at junior partner
or special counsel level with business development
skills, drive and energy and a client following (albeit
not fully developed) to join firms in partnership
roles. In some instances, these hires were linked to
succession strategies and new partners were able to
make less risky moves.

Mahlab Report 2020 | Private Practice
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Changing work
patterns
Since the beginning of the pandemic, firms have balanced the risks of
delivering legal services to clients with the health and safety of their staff,
clients and the broader community.
Many have taken unprecedented measures. Lawyers
were forced to work from home and there has
been a far greater reliance on technology to enable
the delivery of legal services. Some large-scale
work requiring collaboration and cross functional
teamwork could not be easily done virtually. For the
most intensive and critical periods of matters, some
law firms have hired hotel rooms for their lawyers
to stay in and enable them to work together for
a defined period. This has enabled firms to bring
together teams to service clients and to manage
health risks.
Legal services are being delivered virtually. Contracts
are being witnessed virtually and court hearings,
meetings and collaboration are also taking place
virtually. The aim is to continue to provide services
to clients expediently without delay or disruption and
without compromising value or a personal approach.
There is now a greater acceptance of virtual
meetings, not just in service delivery, but also in the
hiring of lawyers. It is now also not unusual for the
induction of new hires to be virtual. This can include
virtual team meetings or videoconferences with the
practice group head or a supervising partner. The
swift and unexpected shift to working from home
has had a mixed response. Many have adapted and
are enjoying the flexibility of working from home.
The pandemic has broken down attitudes towards
working from home and allowed technology to creep
further into the lives of lawyers. Some lawyers have
expressed feeling less connected to their work and
colleagues, less efficient working without support,
or have found home distractions not conducive
to working. Many have argued videoconferencing
will never replace face to face meetings as twodimensional video calls take away the nuances of
body language.

| Corporate
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From the perspective of law firms, the other
challenge has been to effectively manage, lead and
engage teams remotely to maintain productivity. This
has required more than just delegating work and
leading transactions, but a concerted effort to keep
in touch, communicate and maintain morale and a
sense of culture and community.
Additionally, firms are concerned about the impact
of the pandemic on staff and are focussing on
providing support to assist in ensuring wellness.
The areas of concern for firms are now broader and
include mental and physical health, transport to and
from home, office workspaces and working from
home. Firms have strongly focussed on increasing
communication and transparency with their staff.
Technology has also been used to support the
health and wellbeing of employees. Firms are
providing webinars focussed on workplace wellness
which include topics such as psychological safety,
prioritising wellbeing and being well together.
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The next phase and
recovery
As government restrictions ease, lawyers are slowly returning to work and
adapting to the new normal.
Firms have considered a range of options with most
implementing a phased return and encouraging
flexibility to ensure safety and the smooth running of
the business. This has involved strict requirements
as to how many people can be in the offices at any
given time, staggered start and finish times, limits
on the number of people who can attend a meeting,
limited catering and no interstate travel, social
distancing and promoting good and safe hygiene
practices. Remote and flexible working is being
accommodated and encouraged by most law firms.
Law firms have managed the challenges of working
from home and continuing to provide quality
services to clients effectively. Many of the changes
in work practices currently being observed will
not be reversed once the pandemic ends. Some
lawyers may not want to return to the office once
restrictions are fully lifted and more lawyers are likely
to seek to continue flexible work arrangements
indefinitely.
These changes impact law firm office space and its
composition. Many firms are reviewing the need for
expansive (and expensive!) floor space. Hot-desking
is well out of favour and communal areas need
revision to make them safe. After years of open-plan
layouts to reduce rents, a return to individual offices
is now on the cards.

At the time of writing, there are now fewer people
spread across large office spaces as firms plan for
and work through a staged low-density return.
Not everyone has returned though; some are
concerned about the risks of public transport and
working in busy office environments again whilst
others have family and carer responsibilities that
make it difficult to return to the office. Victorians are
still being asked to work from home if they can. The
change in working patterns has raised issues
relevant in planning for recovery, including the
challenge of offering a connected workplace with all
the collaboration and social benefits, as well as the
convenience of remote working whilst also meeting
business and client needs.
Law firms will pivot and continue to plan to expand
their service offerings and revenue as the market
recovers. Diversification will also enable firms to
better protect business revenue and to minimise
risk, and to compete with other professional
services firms (in particular, consulting practices).
Many firms are looking to develop non-legal
services such as forensic investigations,
management consulting, corporate advisory,
governance, risk, and company secretarial services.
Non-legal service offerings are likely to grow steadily
as the economy improves.

Some lawyers have enjoyed working from home
and have indicated to their employers that they
would like to work from home on a permanent
basis. It is possible that some of these lawyers will
refuse to return to the office environment. This is an
unexpected consequence of the pandemic and will
prove a challenge for law firms, particularly in terms
of managing a larger number of staff working
remotely and continuing to meet business needs.

Mahlab Report 2020 | Private Practice
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Legal process outsourcing utilising overseas lawyers
will falter, particularly where teams in some of the
Asian countries are unable to work. Law firms
impacted by this may adapt and allocate some of
the work handled by these providers to their own
underutilised lawyers.
Law firms will continue to invest in innovation as
a means of remaining competitive and relevant to
clients. Being recognised as an innovator brings
kudos to a firm and promotes it as progressive and
client focussed. Staff are encouraged to innovate
and are afforded the time to do so. They are
recognised for their efforts in the form of attendance
at conferences and, prior to the pandemic, some
were awarded bonuses. Firms also involve their
clients by discussing their needs and in finding
solutions. This includes testing. Since the pandemic,
innovation has included automating processes to
respond to force majeure clauses, as well as other
processes around policies

| Corporate

Some lawyers may not
want to return to the office
once restrictions are fully
lifted and more lawyers are
likely to seek to continue
flexible work arrangements
indefinitely.
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Remuneration
At the time of writing the full impact of the pandemic on private practice is
not known. Before the pandemic, many law firms were ahead of budget in
most practice areas.
Salary increases for employed lawyers in recent
years have been moderate across all states.
Bonuses were constrained and limited in terms of
application. They were confined to permanent staff
for exceptional performance. This year salary reviews
have generally been postponed. Many lawyers have
found that their remuneration has been reduced,
and in some cases, remuneration and hours worked
have reduced at least until we see a recovery in
economic activity and workflow. Some reviews have
been deferred until later in 2020. In many cases
bonuses will not be paid.
Pre-pandemic, partner profits were healthy and the
major law firms, as well as some international firms,
were boasting stronger profit levels than their mid
tier competitors. More significantly, profits in the
early part of the 2020 year demonstrated that the
global firms, the majors, and start-ups had all done
relatively well. Interestingly, some of the biggest
gains were made by the independent firms. There
was less consistency of remuneration of partners
within the major firms due to overperformance of
some practice areas and underperformance of
others. Partnership remuneration will fall this year
as firms struggle with reduced workflows. Some
partners have been asked to contribute equity to
support their firm through the crisis. Most partners
have agreed to a drop in their draws with figures
ranging from 20% to 50% and to a deferral of profit
distribution.

Mahlab Report 2020 | Private Practice

This year salary reviews have

generally been postponed.
Many lawyers have found that
their remuneration has been
reduced, and in some cases,
remuneration and hours worked
have been reduced at least until
we see a recovery in economic
activity and workflow.
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Adapt, until next time
Whilst a high level of uncertainty will remain in the market throughout 2020,
law firms have shown a level of empathy and responsibility towards staff and
clients.
With more changes to come as the world works
through the pandemic and the economy tries to
recover, there will be further change. Competition
and fee pressure will continue and there will be more
creative service delivery and pricing solutions offered.
As a result of these adaptations, 2021 will bring
an improved situation for all in terms of business
activity and remuneration. Work practices and
processes will be improved through the better use
of technology and innovation. Office space will have
been reconfigured with a strong focus on facilitating
collaboration and project activity whilst maintaining
social distancing. More lawyers will be working
flexibly and remotely. Areas of demand will shift and
new legal practices emerge, particularly ones to deal
with crisis and complex, challenging threats. Hiring

Mahlab Report 2019 | Corporate

will increase, partnership numbers will rise, and as
always, more partners will be on the move. Once
again, the legal profession will have responded and
adapted, at least until next time.
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Corporate
Pre-pandemic, companies and government entities were starting to rebuild
and expand legal teams as businesses emerged from a period of downturn
in economic activity and consumer confidence, bushfires, drought and
climate change concerns. The pandemic then put all businesses and inhouse legal teams to the test.
In-house counsel of all levels have adapted quickly
and effectively to the changes wrought by the
pandemic. Most companies already had in place
the necessary technology to facilitate working from
home or could set this up relatively quickly. In-house
counsel were already accustomed to assisting
clients across a range of jurisdictions, often by
telephone or videoconferencing, so the lack of face
to face contact, while not optimal, has been an easy
adjustment for in-house counsel. For companies
that were less advanced in the use of technology
pre-pandemic, they have had to fast-track the
introduction of such processes, and in some
instances, witnessed previously reluctant leadership
teams embrace the new normal.
The pandemic has also increased
organisations’ reliance on their internal legal
functions as a major support through change: IT,
cyber security, occupational health and safety are
all immediate concerns in setting up a workforce
at home and areas where lawyers’ expertise is
essential.w

privilege when communicating across so many
channels (some of which are social/informal), how
to ensure new recruits are onboarded successfully
when working from home and how to remain synced
into the nuances of organisational behaviour when
working remotely.

The pandemic has also
increased organisations'
reliance on their internal
legal functions as a
major support through
change...

Government stimulus initiatives and the rate of
growth in new legislation and accompanying
regulations means in-house counsel, together with
internal and external accountants, have had to
respond quickly to advise their employers and set
up the appropriate structures, communications
and processes to support the new employment
regimes. For organisations accustomed to a
digitally sophisticated legal function, the business
has found little change in the provision of legal
services from their in-house lawyers. Some of the
challenges faced by general counsel during the
pandemic include how to protect legal professional
Mahlab Report 2020
2019 | Corporate
Corporate
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Areas of demand
In-house legal functions remain at the forefront of innovation in the law by
taking advantage of automation and artificial intelligence (AI). Technology
is allowing lawyers to respond faster, support more clients and improve
business performance. Budgets for innovation continue to be increased
often at the expense of headcount and other areas of legal spend.

Pre-pandemic, companies and government entities
were expanding their legal teams as business
confidence was growing. Growth roles for junior
to mid level lawyers were on the rise, as were
“greenfield” roles for a legally-qualified company
secretary or combined general counsel/company
secretary as companies sought to comply with
increasing regulation, especially post the Banking
Royal Commission and in light of a rise in shareholder
class actions.
Sectors in growth phases included construction,
property development, health care, aged care,
energy and financial services, with lawyers expert
in these industries in strong demand. As an overlay,
privacy and cyber security, employment, corporate
governance and compliance and company secretarial
skills were in high demand across many industries.
Demand was especially strong for mid level lawyers
(SA1 to SA4 level) with a relatively buoyant market
across NSW and Victoria in particular.
Specialist lawyers were increasingly introduced into
the general commercial in-house team prior to the
pandemic, for example, workplace relations, M &
A, construction/infrastructure, privacy and finance
lawyers. These roles created opportunities for lawyers
to practise in their speciality outside of the traditional
law firm.
At the same time, senior in-house lawyers were
flexing muscle outside of their traditional roles.
Movement of lawyers into quasi-legal and even
non-legal roles within companies was on the rise:
which is an encouraging trend for those seasoned
general counsel seeking to expand their skills and
influence. Most of these expanded or new roles
emerged within their ‘home’ company. Lawyers are
Mahlab Report 2020 | Corporate
Corporate
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regarded as offering a much broader skillset around
the executive leadership table than ever before, with
risk, compliance, workplace relations/HR, corporate
affairs and COO responsibilities added to or replacing
the traditional general counsel role.
As a result of the pandemic, demand for lawyers
with expertise in privacy, cyber security, workplace
relations and IP/IT has increased as legal teams
adjust to the concerns of their employers whose
staff are now working remotely and using technology
to a much greater degree. Companies trading in
consumer goods such as building and DIY materials,
personal hygiene and food have enjoyed an
increased demand and subsequent increase in work
for their in-house lawyers. Many commented that
deal flow has not been affected by the pandemicdriven downturn. In other companies where business
has been challenged, in-house teams are working
on restructures, capital raising and financing. As
government stimulus initiatives extend to public
infrastructure, we anticipate a rise in roles in projects
and infrastructure investment as well as construction.
Many companies have responded to the downturn
in revenue by reducing hours of work across the
board to help manage costs and avoid job losses
and some in-house lawyers have also accepted
reductions in salary. Redundancies may also be on
the table down the track. Those companies that rely
on discretionary spending, travel, hospitality, sport
and leisure have been severely impacted by the
pandemic. In-house counsel in these industries will
be fearful of losing their jobs once their usefulness in
helping their employer respond to the crisis expires.
Some in-house counsel have already found their
positions have been restructured.
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Recruitment
Saving money on external legal fees is a key consideration, meaning more
work and longer hours for in-house counsel. A number of in-house counsel
have commented that they are now doing much more with much less.

Happily, this has also resulted in a steady demand
for new staff, albeit at a level below that of the
months before the pandemic. While some hiring
has been postponed until things become clearer
or the economy picks up, recruitment assignments
and searches that went on hold at the beginning
of March are being dusted off and re-started.
Corporates recognise that saving on external fees
means internal resources need to be beefed up,
that the rationale behind a need to recruit in early
2020 remains today and that economic and societal
change means more new legislation and regulations
to contend with.
Lawyers have not discarded their desire to move
in-house but some are more cautious about leaving
their law firm in the current climate. They regard
law firms as being less susceptible to downturns,
a belief that may not be borne out over the longer
term. Many still favour the better balance they hope
to achieve in-house, although most in-house lawyers
now attest to an increased workload and face the
same challenges as all workers in separating work
from home.

Many contractors have found their contracts will not
be renewed and secondees have been sent back
to their firms to keep a handle on costs. Contract
hiring will come back quickly as companies seek
to maintain a workforce that can ‘flex’ in uncertain
times. This option appeals less to lawyers whose
prime concern is security of tenure but is a useful
trend for ‘career contractors’ who can move
from one contract to another without a break in
earnings.
Overall, the outlook for the in-house legal market is
very positive. Internal legal functions are well
entrenched and will continue to grow as the
demand for skilled lawyers persists. An in-house
career remains an attractive career alternative with
most in-house counsel advising they are very
satisfied with their career choice.

There has been a marked lift in interest in
government roles, a sector generally regarded
as more secure than any other in periods of
economic downturn. A corresponding demand
from government is slowly emerging but supply
exceeds demand at the time of writing. Government
roles also reflect the enormous rate and volume of
legislative change in response to the pandemic with
health and human services and infrastructure in
growth mode.

Mahlab Report 2020 | Corporate
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Ways of working
In some companies, innovation projects have proceeded and have even
been fast-tracked, especially where they facilitate effective working from
home in the post-pandemic world.
Interest in the use of technology to streamline
processes and service delivery, new offerings from
law firm providers, innovations in pricing strategies
and deployment of in-house counsel across a wider
range of functions is likely to re-emerge even more
strongly as Australia adapts to a post-pandemic
economy. Many innovation teams are also handling
more traditional contract work to deal with the
contractual changes needed to contract suites to
take into account the pandemic and similar events.

stay, at least for part of the working week, although
most in-house counsel, like their peers in private
practice, are looking forward to sitting with their team
again and having regular contact with their clients
without the videoconferencing filter. Again, this is less
of a shock in a corporation that already encouraged
and supported flexible work practices, including
working from home, prior to the pandemic.

Remote work practices are, in most cases, here to

| Corporate
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Recovery
The immediacy of response that an in-house lawyer brings to a crisis such
as the pandemic demonstrates the worth of the in-house legal function. The
in-house legal function will emerge from this difficult period stronger.
As in the GFC, an efficient, commercially responsive
in-house team will be in a strong position to defend
its existence and even expand its footprint. The
focus on cost savings means external firm fees will
be under intense scrutiny. If the legal department
can perform the work to the same level, its place
within the corporate structure is secure. Specialist
lawyers employed to enhance the in-house offering
before the pandemic make the legal function a
genuine alternative to a law firm, again saving the
company money.
Naturally there is always a place for external
assistance, but in-house counsel are now well
placed to respond quickly and expertly to many of
the problems they encounter. Some general counsel
report that they turn to the Bar for highly complex
and specific advice rather than their traditional law
firm reporting to the group company secretary, who
are responsible for different parts of the business
and subsidiary companies. This compares to smaller
and mid-sized companies where figures can range
from around 1 to 3 professionals.
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As in the GFC, an
efficient, commercially
responsive in-house
team will be in a
strong position to
defend its existence
and even expand its
footprint.
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Remuneration
In-house increases were minimal pre-pandemic and remain so in the current
economic climate.

Increases tend to come from short- and long-term
incentives rather than a significant rise in salary
beyond CPI and this year, most in-house lawyers
received no salary review at all. Many lawyers and
general counsel have also advised that they are not
anticipating any bonuses. Those in receipt of longterm incentives have indicated that these bonuses
have also dropped in value.

"...this
year, most in-house
lawyers received no
salary review at all.
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General Counsel
Since the pandemic emerged as a major threat, supply chain issues
have also come to the fore, as global attention is brought to bear on the
weakness of ‘just in time’ delivery, reliance on China and the constant
movement of goods and people between countries.
General counsel in companies affected by these
new conditions are advising on the implications
for the company and its staff as contracts require
redrafting, new suppliers are engaged and staff
travel is curtailed.
General counsel have become closer to their CEO
and Board, attending additional board meetings and
participating in senior leadership team conversations
about the impacts of the crisis on all aspects of the
business: IT, communications, contracts, workplace
relations, relationships with banks, landlords and
shareholders and other stakeholders as well as the
regulators. It is unlikely that this level of engagement
will revert to ‘normal’ levels post-pandemic which
will be a welcome change for most general counsel.
The shift to online distribution of material and
meetings has required a higher level of cyber
security, often spearheaded by the general counsel
and his/her team. Risk management in a time of
great uncertainty is also key and will sometimes
fall to the general counsel to corral views and
information to ensure that appropriate controls are
implemented. The company secretary (whether the
same person as the general counsel or a separate
function) will also be involved in this area.
Like all leaders, general counsel have made an
effort to keep in regular contact with their team and
their stakeholders, often working remotely across a
range of locations. Onboarding new team members
remotely has been a challenge for some but has
generally been handled well.
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Company Secretaries
Like the general counsel, the company secretary in a public company is
juggling far more regulatory, compliance and risk issues than ever before.

Post Royal Commission, many of the new
governance standards became the responsibility of
the company secretary. The trend to advising the
board and CEO on important governance issues
rather than observing and minute taking continued,
especially in times of increased regulatory scrutiny
and pressure on companies to continue to perform
and adapt to the challenges of the pandemic.
In the strained circumstances of companies
adversely affected by the pandemic, the company
secretarial function has not enjoyed an increase
in staffing or other resources, although this may
change as the company relies more heavily on its
internal legal and governance functions to assist.
(Naturally, sometimes the company secretarial
function is combined with the general counsel role:
here we are addressing the company secretariat
as a separate function within the senior leadership
team).
Remuneration
General counsel and company secretarial
remuneration has not altered since last year, as
remuneration increases and bonus payments have
been cancelled or deferred (and possibly never paid)
to the new financial year.
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